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Abstract—The spatial-ecological modeling is relating sustainable dispersions with social development. Sustainability with spatial-ecological model gives attention to urban environments in the design review management to comply with Earth’s system. Naturally exchanged patterns of ecosystems have consistent and periodic cycles to preserve energy flows and materials in Earth’s system. The Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) technique is utilized to assess the safety of an industrial complex. The other analytical approach is the Failure-Safe Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) for critical components. The plant safety parameters are identified for engineering topology as employed in assessment safety of industrial ecology. In particular, the most severe accidental release of hazardous gaseous is postulated, analyzed and assessment in industrial region. The IAEA-safety assessment procedure is used to account the duration and rate of discharge of liquid chlorine. The ecological model of plume dispersion width and concentration of chlorine gas in the downwind direction is determined using Gaussian Plume Model in urban and rural areas and presented with SURFER®. The prediction of accident consequences is traced in risk contour concentration lines. The local greenhouse effect is predicted with relevant conclusions. The spatial-ecological model is predicted for multiple factors distribution schemes of multi-criteria analysis. The input-output analysis is explored from the spillover effect, and we conducted Monte Carlo simulations for sensitivity analysis. Their unique structure is balanced within “equilibrium patterns”, such as the composite index for biosphere with collective structure of many distributed feedback flows. These dynamic structures are related to have their physical and chemical properties and enable a gradual and prolonged incremental pattern. While this spatial model structure argues from ecology, resource savings, static load design, financial and other pragmatic reasons, the outcomes are not decisive in an artistic/architectural perspective. The hypothesis is deployed to unify analytic and analogical spatial structure in development urban environments using optimization loads as an example of integrated industrial structure where the process is based on engineering topology of systems ecology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial ecology is applied to natural resource sciences including, for example, biology, forestry, conservation, agriculture, and environment. In other words, spatial ecology is where geography and ecology intersect for predicting neutral phenomena [1]. The architecture of resources (i.e., natural or man-made) without topological feature is the focus in integration urban environments with various terms of culturally invested to cover all three E’s” of Environment, Economics, and Equity to sustain social security of industrial structure projects [2]-[5]. The first spatial theory of ecological model is described by J. von Thünen in “The Isolated State in Relation to Industrial and Political Economy” (von Thünen, 1826) [6]. Graphically, the model is presented in the form of seven concentric circles, where each next circle includes the previous one and indicates the land use of industrial center that “frees” social parameters. Von Thünen describes in his model the interaction of three factors of individual placement: the domestic land use, regional dispersions, and distance to the service facility (von Thünen, 1826). The main idea of von Thünen is the denial of absolutely advantageous use of land existence because environmental conditions depend on natural, social, and atmospheric conditions [7]. The atmospheric conditions integrated in the distance from the “center” causes the extensiveness of urban environments, increases the value of transportation risk, and the hazardous loads of output per unit, although the reliability value of resources is approximately the same in all unit systems [8], [9].

The industrial ecology not only presents a serious support to the workers but to the environmental as a whole. Techniques have been recently developed to identify potential sources of deterioration to assess associated risk. The applications of these techniques to a specific site could help safety authorities to reduce risks and warn the population to exert pressure for upgrading their safety. In Alexandria, an industrial area is chosen as a case study. It is a rapidly developed area with a number of major industries, petrochemical plant, and others. The model predicts dispersion of chlorine releases and other hazardous liquefied gaseous substances. The hypothesis adopted first linear variation for hazards identification as well as analysis, in non-linear analysis, as Failure-Safe Mode and Effect Analysis [10].

The critical components of plant systems are identified for judgment components from failure-safe mode in industrial plant. The most severe conditions with potential off-site consequences are defined as a rupture or break in storage tanks. The meteorological data in the last few years are downloaded.
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from intern meteorological station to be integrated with release dispersion for analysis with statistical computer code. The computer codes are used to depict most probable weather conditions in the area as well as possible severe cracks and draw contour of chlorine gas concentration in downwind direction is then plotted and analyzed with professional computation program (CHEMS-PLUS) [11]. The spatial model present comprises analysis which accounts for the consequences of emissions of chlorine. The transitions between essential social elements are investigated (i.e. physical and chemical variables, commuting time in transportation, international standard, real estate development, gentrification, ethnic economies, the gendered economies variables and core-periphery theory). The relationships between the environment and the economy in urban communities are integrated as long history of spatial analysis with culture-environment for globalization [12].

Limitations on the total capacity of engineering topology of transportation network may arise from the design of access points, junctions or routes. Limitation by access curtail points in residential area is one of great importance in air and sea transport, of lesser importance in rail transport, and of comparative unimportance in road transport where, in general, the total number of access points is extremely high. Junctions are of critical importance in rail and road networks, often imposing capacity constraints far beyond their geographical location. The point is succinctly made of air quality modeling as reference to the network’s topology in Fig. 1 [13], [14].

The spatial-ecological model in context, (i.e., conservation energy, material as resources of land, water, and air) [15]-[21], is often a complex incentive between social, economic, aesthetic, technology and systems ecology. The successful outcomes of such a spatial-ecological model require design input from the point of view of practice ecologists and principals engineer at the early process stage of design in which computers have an important role in simulation of the detailed applications. In urban environments, principal engineers provide detailed review with healthy, appropriate and efficient use of spatial data such as open space, natural harmony of construction to reduce CO2 emissions and volumes of solid waste. Ecologists and engineers both employ iterative multi-stage design procedures, setting conceptual design to progress the final product. There are, however, essential differences in approaches to this discipline in the proposed geophysical object that anthropogenic insertions or integrated industries have a rapid cause of planetary change of impact-orientation systems [22]. The environmental module integrates the selective and collective features of the spatial ecological model for general equilibrium. The standard versions of the model consider both costs and benefits of environmental policy suggestions [23]. Environmental data for the air quality model include data on regional emission of SOx, NOx, VOC, and PM10, as well as CO2. All emissions are calculated on the basis of the fuel used by region and by industry. The completion of this task involves substantial data work described in spatial structure.

In the spatial prediction of socio-economic model, first, ordinary least squares regression is adopted; and then, the Lagrange Multiplier test is performed on the regression results in order to determine whether the model exhibited spatial error, (i.e., model error). The test results of the spatial error model and the robust spatial error model are not significant. However, the two test methods of the spatial lag model passed the significance level of 0.02, indicating that the general panel regression exhibited a spatial lag effect. As the significance of the two spatial lag test methods is significantly higher than that of the spatial error model, the spatial lag model is initially constructed as a preliminary regression analysis of the three models. The spatial lag model indicates that the fixed effects

---

**Fig. 1** The design procedure for spatial ecological structure for socio-economic systems [13], [14]
model should be selected. Also, the model tested the optimality of regional fixed effects, time fixed effects, and double fixed effects [24]. This tendency of a systems model responds and maintains changes or perturbations of dynamic-service-orientation systems that are described in a certain function (i.e., regulate temperature, balance acidity and alkalinity, preserve carbon dioxide and oxygen concentration emissions, etc.). On the micro level, this process is often done through centralized regulatory systems such as the hypothalamus in the human body [25]-[30]. The basic components of human behavior are integrated sustainability outcomes and classified into four main categories. These categories indicate considerable points to social security, spatial outcomes in urban environments as in Fig. 2 [31]-[33]:

1. Spatial Economy (Resources Variables).
2. Social life (Social Security Systems).
4. Legislation and Governance (Services-Oriented).

Besides conceptual design of sustainability outcomes, systems ecology tends to be pragmatic in nature (i.e., the choice between an arch and a composite index, spatial structure, between chemical and physical properties with a proper height). These different approaches are typified by the problem of expressing psycho-physiological spatial concern in the mathematic of computers [34]. Yet these differences tend to vanish in some of the integrated process of successful examples and pattern design. It is exemplified as in “algebraic topology” [35]-[37]. Sustainability is also known in urban environments as resources flow (i.e., energy and materials in a protective structure) that are designed in an executive manner and operated, or reused in an ecological resource-efficient manner.

When the infrastructure supports our energy flow to share natural resources with social security in a much higher level of efficiency, there will be a much lower level of pollution and waste. Their objective is tending to create transition to sustainability outcomes in which spatial economic activities respect the limits of global and local service-orientation [38].

II. QUANTITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTION ORIENTATION IMPACT

Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) as a mathematical analysis tool is used to predict consequence to prevent rare and potentially catastrophic events in the chemical process industry. This can be included in QRA objectives to assess necessary risks related to the industrial process as follows:

1. Identifying accident scenario.
2. Quantifying the frequency of each scenario.
3. Quantifying consequences of each scenario.
4. Evaluating total risk for hazards gases.

The product-orientation is an optimal form obtained using topology and shape optimization structure developed during the last decades with the least square method [39], [40]. The product-orientation does not need the technology, but it has a wide philosophy or paradigm to include feedback-end scenarios like road network topology, high level scenarios like industrial process with services-orientation [41], [42]. The product-orientation topology is also designed to provide the possibility of changing parts of a system without change in physical configurations. These physical properties shift the system from process-oriented to product-oriented, as so the fundamental objective is configured system’s middleware platform used in different urban environments [43]. The physical components of midpoint abiotic and biotic variables are described in ecological systems to predict what is beyond “efficiency measures” to indicate systems deviation from volumes of gaseous missions, releases of solid waste. The improvement system predicts topology as variable design aspect of the classified between biotic and abiotic variables in three main categories influence flux motion [44]:

- Generic of physical static and dynamic variables.
- Mitigation to human behavior and systems ecology.
- Regional protective systems.

Several industrial projects have addressed products directly services-oriented in the urban pervasive systems [45]-[48]. For example, in [53], a product-oriented middleware is explored that posed an engineering topology to the incentive process between the product-market and the population-density in the urban environments. These eco-feedback chain systems have revealed that there are three main trends in this spatial data of process-oriented industrial projects: first systems focusing on indicators of the location, second systems focusing on social contexts and third systems focusing on spatial ecological model [49]-[52].

Based on systems topology, the proposed relations between design and orientation impact are directly pervasive system of the urban environments. These relations are providing location-based services and interaction with indicators within a social context (i.e., directly to the individual). In industrial ecology, potential integration of products-orientation topology with the urban environments is developed as new services. These services are providing equilibrium to clarify orchestration services. These different services are integrated with physical configuration to influence orientation of multiple applications depending on the social context. The definition of these services is considered the adjustment and the interaction of the
individual with the pervasive system. These conceptual results are derived from the ethnographic analysis and the Precinct Structure Planning (PSP) guidelines to framework indicators in urban environments as quantified by life-cycle analysis models to predict a product-orientation topology [53].

A. Orientation the Impact from Perspective of Spatial-Ecological Model

The impact-oriented definition of spatial ecological model has other specific outcomes. It not only led to disregarding, misinterpreting or undervaluing the ancestors of scientific ideas, but was expressed in a formal model. The various superficial observations turned on the history of restricted interpretation of socio-economics impact. Investigation of the relationship between orientations of non-linear relations did not receive substantial attention in the majority of the reviewed articles [54]. Time series has limited utilities in aiding management and policy intervention, as in energy-response relations revealed. The comparisons between orientation and allocation served either to validate variable in social model results or compare spatial structure for composite structure approaches. The comparisons between orientation, derived by turning feedbacks in active and passive conditions, show the difference of spatial composite structure implemented to influence land-use applications. The integrated orientation did not provide information about linear or non-linear behaviors in the landscape, but it extends to recommend system policy, such as linearity, in providing spatial data for spatial modeling systems [55].

B. Analysis of Chlorine Dispersion Consequences

The consequences of chlorine gas dispersion, as a toxic airborne material, are identified as the most sever release with potential off-site effects. The chlorine release consequences analysis is difficult to obtain because the exact concentration of chlorine is not known and is not constant [56], however a general assessment is possible. The dispersion of cloud behavior is influenced with meteorological conditions as applied in environmental model.

In order to attain the defined objectives, the structure of the spatial model is selected to quantify the impact through various methods. Those methods are available to estimate the orientation impacts, in spite of being adequate to an extent for a particular purpose with various notes about outcomes. The environmental aspects are increasingly more significant in sustainability. Therefore, spatial model is employed in urban environments to quantify and evaluate the environmental impact during its stable condition lifetime, which includes inventory of extraction raw materials, utilization, end of life, and beyond building life [57], [58].

Once detailed information is loaded, spatial index is created for either bulk or transactional loading of the model for the most efficient access to each column (i.e., data structure). The data abstract the composite structure to describe and unify an analytical approach for environmental management, using simulation software. The internal sorting data of indexes will be built on two, three, or four dimensions of data sets. The default object numbers are two dimensions, but usually the datasets have more than two dimensions. So, the index scales as a keyword to specify the access numbers and build the list factors. While the other information supports geometric explanation in three-dimensional objects, various spatial objects are adopted in query elements using a composite index. These datasets are predicting combination of small taxonomic sample sizes with comparative spatial data for analysis. These spatial objects are associated to understand biomechanical performance in feeding ecology and artificially elevating correlations of such biases. The spatial objects are introduced false positives into interpretation topology of clade-level trends. Considering potential pitfall, recommendations are provided to consider the least square analyses as the best practice to evolutionary questions address both taxon-specific and clade-level trends. Other objects are addressed as examples for a recent model, where the ecological design process is based on optimization topology as investigated in [59].

The lack of spatial independence in ecological data has typically been viewed as a problem that can obscure one's ability to understand the biology of the natural organisms being studied. The spatial structure is intended to define the relationship between different data for obtaining the strategies of sustainability outcomes. The model layers have specific keywords to be used for the literature search: procurement delivery, procurement strategy, procurement method, green building, high performance building, sustainable building, and construction ecology. These limitations of spatial models are related to industry features and composite index where linked to relations one–many or many–one and narrowed down to journals. These relations are specified to the construction ecology and the urban environments. Due to the intensified interest in the subject of sustainability in academic research, open databases such as Google Scholar would have returned literature from large volumes of unpublished papers [60], [61].

C. Gas Dispersion Model

Since the chlorine gas density is greater than air, dispersion is adopted within the framework of Gaussian plume model. The basic assumption is that, the plume is naturally buoyant. Therefore, the plume can be treated as “elevated source”; but for light conditions, the plume can remain close to ground, thereby causing toxic concentrations to occur over a wide area. So, for the purpose of safety assessment, the rise will be neglected. Through the use of Pasquill-Gifford [62] coefficients and Hosker graphs [63], the difficulties of the surrounding terrain and non-uniform emission rate of gas cloud can be overcome. Various physical conditions are applied to CHEMS-PLUS [11] code to assess hazards associated with the discharge of pressurized liquid chlorine from a storage system. The evaluation depends on the specified parameters of source emission area, vapor pressure, atmospheric conditions and other data obtained from Chemical Industry Systems (CISs) identification. Since these parameters cannot be controlled at the accidental time, different scenarios are predicted to reveal the “worst case” consequence of vapor toxic hazard that occurs at the following conditions:
- 1.4-inch crack hole in diameter,
- 12 ATM release pressure,
- stable atmospheric condition (slow speed of surface wind).

Under these circumstances, the plume is found to disperse over an area approximately 5.8 x 2.5 km² along the downwind direction. This confirms that residents within industrial area will be exposed to toxic effects in any local leakage accident. The concentration contours are found to be in “cigar” shaped with the axis of the cigar pointing downwind from the source emission point.

### D. The Air Dispersion and Urban Effect

The model is specified total area for evacuation over concentration limits as 30 ppm. The maximum concentration determined variations in different stability classes for both rural and urban areas and reveals where dispersion in the urban area spreading over a wider area than that for rural areas; the plume concentration is higher in the urban areas than rural areas. An important observation is that, local greenhouse affects the plume in wider dispersion areas through the urban area or high rise-built zones.

### III. GIS DATA VISUALIZATION THE IMPACT

This section discusses the relation or elements as the model has specific locations, (i.e., GIS visualization software). In this context, the GIS software is applied to merge conventional data as services-oriented databases and the basic map as shape files created by the Mapping Inequality Project [64]. The mapped outcomes boundaries are extended to encompass the associated urban environments. Provinces which had partial overlap with a conventional database (SQL) are labeled as 100%; the overlapping grade is because the basic map of negative space often reflects non-residential areas (e.g., disturbance is overlapped to predict major changes in the biological functions of the ecosystems). These criteria are reflected in the temporary change in external parameters that break the passive feedback flows in the linear systems (e.g., fire, wind storms, earthquakes, floods, or human behavior impacts on the environment such as acid rains) [65]. Several factors are influencing social security for sustainable development. The ecological model selected the corresponding input–output indexes that affect the level of regional green economic development, and then introduced the undesirable outputs. These resources facilitate integration of databases, such as the merging of tax assessment records with land parcel boundary files or demographic data with place or area boundary files, and the conversion of non-spatial to spatial databases via geocoding or address matching [66].

The economic model has related spatial dispersion to control emergence breed of theory, as new economic geography or geographical economics. These parameters are tailored in new dimension broadly aims to analyze the role of geography and location in economic phenomena. The spatial economic analysis is increasingly being supported by the emergence of analytical methods, with an inverse structure of models and techniques of spatial data analysis and data visualization (GIS) [67]. Spatial structure is also becoming increasingly recognized as a valuable sub-discipline among mainstream econometricians. The impact can be mapped with GIS system for visualization of basic data and overlay each parameter to determine buffer zone around hot spots. The boundaries of micro-scale spatial analysis are expanding to include developing countries, as spatial structure is made available because of technical advances in global positioning system (GPS) and remotely-sensed data collection and infrastructural enhancements at established research sites [68], [69].

The numerical model is followed by stress, deformation and shear-slip failure-safe analysis for geological sequestration of carbon dioxide (CO₂). The spatial structure is built on an open-source object-oriented code, and results are compared to the analytical solutions. Once solutions are mapped in columns of database system as conventional product with the primary function, in tables for retrieving data that requested with other applications—which may run either on the same platform or across a network topology. The pressure and deformation fields solutions are derived from a typical geological sequestration scenario in previous analysis. The virtual result of shear-slip failure-safe analysis is presented based on the numerical results, where the potential precipent failure-safe is identified from relevant information for prediction of the maximum sustainable injection rate or pressure. These proposed terms of current geophysical force are classified into their “deviation equilibrium” in which anthropogenic insertions in industry have a rapid change cause of failure-safe mode or planetary systems change [70]-[72].

### IV. CHLORINE RISK ASSESSMENT

Topology optimization methods offer a spatial simulation model for ecologists and engineers as a regular basis for the selected structure’s initial form, particularly in developments of simulation software of this approach. It is a branch of systems science, or operational framework design of industrial systems to be sustainable and interdependent with the natural ecosystem. It is an emerging environmental indicator with spatial factors to balance anthropogenic insertion and ecological systems. Industrial ecology is applied for determined structure for the following objectives [73]:
- Conservation of energy and material.
- Optimization of product life cycle and process.
- Control of ecological impact on the natural system.
- Improvement of system performance.
- Short term innovation for product quality.

The industrial ecology has emerged in modeling selective or collective parameters for design and control pollution as waste. These fields approach the transition sustainability outcomes to control our spatial structure and provide limits and constraints of social security. The industrial ecologists can predict dynamics behavior of anthropogenic insertions from ecosystem behavior [74].

### A. The Sustainability of Urban Environments

The influence of ecological community has stated that environmental management system stimulates as a green development to invest in environmental technology, for innovation. The offset cost and effect are leading to enhance the...
level of development; thus, environmental regulation has an incentive effect on sustainable development. However, according to the constraint theory, environmental regulation will increase the production cost of enterprises and affect the development of green economic and technological efficiency. In this context, the hypothesis model is used for utilization rate of industrial structure as a proxy variable of environmental governance. In relative development of the urbanization level, social objects are indicated for continuous development of the local economy and improved resource and energy utilization efficiency. The urbanization rate is expressed as the ratio of permanent urban residents to the total population. There is a positive correlation between the urbanization level and development efficiency.

B. The Environmental Management and Social Security

Environmental management became well-known after atmospheric chemist and Nobel laureate Paul Crutzen popularized it in 2000, and it extends beyond just anthropogenic climate change. It is a more specific term used to describe our current geological era. Biodiversity can be viewed as the relative diversity and distribution of ecosystems in biogeography. The model reflects the similar influence of invasive species that have been introduced either on purpose (i.e., crops, livestock) or accidentally [75]. The main profile of the simplified spatial index is partitioning, because this composite index type eliminates the need for most, if not all, index partitioning management operations. The system will support the provided databases as all Oracle Database base tables partitioning column for including inter dimension to:
- state intervention to determine and stabilize land supply for competing uses,
- transaction costs in land exchange and utilization, and
- imperfect market competition arising from excess surplus situations and differences in security characteristics.

An additional category is urbanization land with relatively small development potential that estimated coefficients of all land attributes in the model (road frontage, proximity to urban centers, population growth, land restrictions and year of sale) are significant. However, their individual implicit value differs across different land categories. The effects of urbanization and spatial economic transformation are expected in the spatial data and further examined via a moving correlation analysis using composite price indexes constructed from a longer set of sales data.

V. FRAMEWORK MODEL OF INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY

The question is how industrial ecology is expanding for modeling system diversity within the biotic and abiotic variables as autocatalytic resources [76]. The natural optimization of energy, natural resources and the environment is providing stability in rectification failure of generic systems contributing to the state of anthropogenic insertions. In order to mitigate the impact of construction components along their life cycle, systems have emerged for encouraging use of environmentally-friendly materials, implementation of techniques and to save resources and reduce volume of waste. The improvement of indoor environment [77] through construction materials is utilized in mansions as domestic (vernacular) elements, which are integrated into the modeling theories. These types of material do not have any harmful effect on the environment, because when buildings are demolished, there is confidence in a quick resumption of material to nature unlike current construction. For instance, Sialk hills are a good example of sustainable outcomes that were made about 7000 years ago. It can be named as a sustainable complex. Although it is being demolished these days, it never pollutes the environment due to using proper material [78]. Unlike, if the current buildings are demolished, it can provide different pollution. It can be named as a sustainable complex. The recognition of the need to attain sustainable development in urban environments has led to increased interest in the discourse of sustainability considerations as one of the important roles of outcomes. The concept of sustainability outcomes is situated within the extensive framework of knowledge on construction ecology performance or project eco-feedbacks.

In literature, the terms project eco-feedback, project outcomes and project objectives are inextricably linked. Reference [79] defines project outcome as the extent to which an operation’s major relevant objectives have been achieved. Reference [78] equates project success as a favorable outcome. According to [80], project outcome is often referred to loosely as project success (or failure). Thus, understanding the analysis of the perceived performance is aligned with project objective then matching a favorable outcome for orientation [81], [82].

The general concept of relations between industrial ecology and Earth’s systems rests on the importance of maintaining or improving conditions of the natural life cycle and human health via the urban environments. The factors contain a grounding of fact-based knowledge in raw materials (e.g., classification, production, qualities and uses) with the development of design frameworks that enable environmental and health criteria to be set project components. These components are providing the knowledge to enable ecologists and engineers to select or collect a number of building materials for any project, in any location, culture or date for resource conservation [83], [84].

VI. CONCLUSION

Based upon applications of QRA for chlorine dispersion in the storage system, the risk of an accidental release in the current chlorine storage system (CIS) is deemed acceptable, despite the potentially large consequences associated with the release at 200 ppm chlorine concentration level. This conclusion is made after consideration of the large liability the company will be exposing itself and the proximity of the population to the plant. The severe consequences occur at the following conditions: 1.4-inch crack diameter, 12 ATM release pressure and stable atmospheric condition [85].

The selection of routing decisions must avoid high-accident locations, highly populated corridors, or congested areas, including highway reconstruction sites where traffic concentration is expected to be heavy. Typically, the objective of routing decisions is to minimize the level of exposure caused
by given shipment or collection of shipments. Potential actions include restrictions on transport during peak hours or through heavy employment areas during the daytime and heavy residential areas during the night. It may also be appropriate to avoid time periods when schools are either beginning or ending. Benefits of QRA are many. The most obvious one is a reduction in the inefficiencies that occur because of emergency situations, improved plant on stream time and reliability. This increases the benefits that occur because of emergency conditions [86].
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